


1. Introduction

Every day we are surrounded by statistics. We only have to open a newspaper to
realize that this discipline is used in several fields such as politics, economy, sports, 
health, etc. 

We are going to investigate the habits in our school. 

Do you want to learn about your school mates healthy habits? 
We will look into the sports and leisure habits of all the people who work or study at our 
center. 

In the end, we will do a presentation with the final results. 

2. Activity one

To measure the healthy lifestyle of the people who attend to this school, we must
first define the statistical variables we are going to study. These are: 

- Your main sport.

- Hours spent each week watching TV.

- Hours you spend doing sports weekly.

- Body Mass Index: For this variable we have to ask the height and weight and calculate
each one on the spreadsheet.

You have to prepare the questionnaire with what you are going to ask people. Remember
that the surveys are confidential and you cannot write the name of the person who is
answering your questions.

Each group will be assigned a course to pass the survey.

Figura 1 

3. Activity two

- Data counting: Once the interviews are done, proceed to count data. The results of the
count data, have to be written on the spreadsheet that I present below.

- Data interpretation: Once the full statistical study is done, you will have to interpret the
data and draw conclusions. You also have to answer the following question in a
comprehensive manner:  "What can we do to improve our health?"
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4. Activity three

We show the results of the collected data. In figures 1 and 2 it is shown that, for
instance, in 4º of ESO, the correlation coefficient between the number of weekly TV hours 
and the Body Mass Index is practically zero, as well as with the weight. This result is the 
same for all the grades in ESO, what makes us think in the absence of relation between 
the variables. We can think that although sport allows us to be healthier it also make us 
win muscular mass. The full statistics studies can be found in the following spreadsheets, 
designed by the teacher and used by the students. 

1º ESO 2º ESO 3º ESO 4º ESO y comparativa 

Figure 2 

When we stablish the weekly TV hours as variable, the results are more significant, above 
all with weight. In the four grades the correlation coefficient are positive and they clearly 
grow from 1º to 4º. Let’s have a look at the charts in the figures 3, 4, 5 and 6. By clicking 
on each image you have access to the detailed spreadsheets. 

Figure 3 Figure 4 
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https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1JHlrzp0gQE8Wf077lvWnqqZ8zKkFmN_2YgOUQjY2vvk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1gpJI1zfDGq2Afb_rc6UGKSBuX5isuDZlKLe3YdNSQ2c/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1CTN-8a3wEKF0L8C71dyMJwHCwsz45nGa6kYCTs05330/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/18Yd-J3HYTUu0csv-BCKeRooUtcPVxARQ6cfa55rNsjU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/e/2PACX-1vT71_P_sphrQvbzjAGpeaaHCMpieuB7nT5k_dQwlST9dBdXHDGCssfRSMZcQzYF0dxWc7ChF5JIbDhf/pubhtml?gid=502582892&single=true�
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/e/2PACX-1vTcIGKtDt-I-zeD9ckAWl1brrLk7JCYCgSIsir71Od9Eg5yNURV0zYCjmx5y6Z1WduM9ug1P34slgM7/pubhtml?gid=1773943170&single=true�


Figure 5 Figure 6 

4. Activity four

Each group will perform a presentation which will discuss the progress of work, the
data collected, their interpretation as well as the answer to the final question posed. 
These conclusions have to be written in a presentation and sent by email to the teacher 
before the exhibition. The presentation will have graphics from spreadsheet and 
explanations based on the results obtained. 

5. Activity five (teacher)

After the exhibition all data from all groups will be gathered, the relevant statistical
study will be done, and all the conclusions reached in all groups will be gathered. In the 
spreadsheet number 4 we can see the correlation previously mentioned. It can be seem 
that the correlation rises with age, although it is not rather significant. Go to figure 7. 
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https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/e/2PACX-1vQOcCChVpNUqL36xvnXhBn-xREd-qIw_RXkFTA2tfBBja6CMhzNRXENW2dcZvoh4ggBvgwKjLEqoHM9/pubhtml?gid=1331248748&single=true�
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/e/2PACX-1vTFEc3oZjfheXq4FAoR8lF9fSDPkEKvfHBMpy4sjCzcGxtgPvPAJ3LI7OTh2TCcUcnVdFL5smFNrbYA/pubhtml?gid=13780856&single=true�


Figure 7 
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